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If your hair is falling out, refusing to grow, dry, damaged or lifeless, you are not to blame! But what you
might not know is how to select out what is true and not true from the tremendous amount of available
here is how to solve hair problems.A long time ago I lost over half my head of hair. In my practice, I work
with patients to achieve the kind of truth and empowerment this is the primary of what your book is
about. I was panicked to put it mildly. I arrived through it shining, having gained the knowledge, experience
and outcomes I'm now passing to you in The Modern Rapunzel, a reserve every woman who's losing her
locks can relate to, written by a female who's been there and back again. I wondered what was incorrect
that I couldn't grow a heavy, beautiful tresses.I actually took it upon myself to find the answers. I
refused to go the toxic chemical "cure" route.Why is this book unique is that I lived through the
nightmares of hair thinning, thin, unhealthy and damaged hair myself.For an extended period of time ahead
of that, my hair was lifeless, thin and wouldn't grow.Find what's true!You almost certainly know that a
wholesome lifestyle will help with hair problems. You have not been given the true reasons for hair thinning
and damaged hair! Not knowing where to start could be complicated and discouraging to state the least! I
know.the little-known means of how to create the top of hair you want without resorting to medications,

surgery or chemically-centered products.the powerful and simple overnight remedy for thin, damaged and
lifeless hair! You are helping me make a desire come true. My new hair is not limp or lifeless either! I had to
dig through it all and throw out what didn't work and put into action what does. This publication is normally
for the chemically-sensitive and health-minded people! I can now save you years of searching.the actions to
take to help your hair grow longer, quicker and thicker! (Hint - it isn't a dietary supplement)what natural
basic products to make use of that will serve you for a lifetime! No more guess-work.how to approach hair
loss because of stress!and much, a lot more .. Gratefully," ~~ SW, Doctor of Osteopathy It had been very
magical. You might not believe me, but in simply three weeks the brand new growth is at least four
situations thicker! In this 246-page book (with no complex technical terminology) become familiar with:time-
tested methods on how best to stop your hair from falling out and grow it back again naturally! It really is
wavy and lush!" ~~ KR"In the first 3-4 months I had a circular of new hair regrowth which is currently
long more than enough where it blends in to the rest of my locks." ~~ MS"THIS IS THE BEST BOOK I'VE
EVER READ!The real reasons for hair loss and their remedies can make complete sense to you. The hair
next to my scalp is the thickest it has been in years.My intuition was confirmed that African-American hair
could possibly be grown long, could possibly be healthy and there were explanations why it wasn't like it
should be. I came across such basic, simple but very, very true information in Jeanne's publication that
made feeling about why hair is the way it really is and methods to do something positive about it right now
- with no delay - not waiting around weeks and weeks and weeks.This is what some readers need to
say:"Jeanne, you are my Hairy Godmother! I acquired some trouble with thinning spots of hair and this has
started to thicken and improve with the procedures. Voila - there are outcomes." ~~ AS"Your book saved
me 40 years of research into health insurance and beauty, so a big thanks a lot! My shower drain was
clogged with an alarming quantity of fallen hair and my brush appeared as if just a little matted wig. Thank
you again for your gorgeous insights and generous spirit..
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Delivers a lot more than expected I purchased this for a dear friend of mine who has undergone decades
of stress from being nullified by male domination.. written meticulously and with a good amount of personal
knowledge and research on restoring hair thinning. Some will state it's too much details, but I discover that
she took full responsibility to greatly help her readers be sure of the complete picture, so they do not need
to live with the devastating problem of hair loss. The writer delivers a lot more value than one would ever
anticipate in a reserve about handling hair loss.As an admiring reader of this author, like the Modern
Rapunzel, I would like to clarify some "Critiques" which were written. First of all, if you consider the photo
of Jeanne on the back of her book you will see her hair continues to be long, thick and great looking
because the 40 years back when she lost half her locks. In the book, she discusses extensive scientific
research she did to come up with the answers on how to reverse hair loss. I thoroughly enjoyed reading
this book and We learned a whole lot. Everything is based on fact. Every part which is contained in the book
directly applies to having a thick, gorgeous tresses. She has gone way above and beyond in making sure her
readers get all the details they need to handle their hair. However, I first came across this reserve by
seeing a few of the second portion of the book which is a profound validation of a women's true values and
capability to achieve her dreams, which undercuts the stress that causes a person losses actually, mentally
and spiritually. Hair It was an interesting browse. They tell the complete story. And they did not have to

resort to hormone-altering drugs or chemicals which adversely affect all of your body. Wasted money No
revealing or new tips. Even today, 35 plus years later on, she still has lush, long, thick hair. MUST BUY IF
YOU NEED Locks HELP! With Jeanne’s hair procedures THE PRESENT DAY Rapunzel is a Bible for hair..
This woman is an amazing person and anyone who is concerned about their hair should go through this! The
change that happens is simple, through knowing the exact direction to proceed, with understanding. Jeanne
includes a beautiful way of communicating, a tone of voice for women where she tasks her power in a soft
way. The book is definitely feminine, fun and inspiring possesses information you can’t discover elsewhere.
No-one can believe she is almost 70 years previous! The section on tension is life-changing through
communicating a different viewpoint on what produces stress and what to do about it. It provides helped
me obtain the elements out of my life that had destroyed my self-confidence therefore i can see what
things to let into my life and what never to. I am forever grateful because I was feeling quite
overwhelmed and did not know where you can turn until I came across "The Modern Rapunzel" on Amazon.
If your trying to create your existing hair thicker shinier probably this would work nonetheless it still
appears dated. It’s a goldmine! GREAT IDEAS! Well worth the amount of money! Buy this publication for
general health or for beautiful, healthy hair! This book is FULL of interesting information, and it motivates
you get started on so a lot of things you have been meaning to do for your health anyway. I would like to
say something about a couple Reviews. I've already "fixed" my hair in the past two years doing many of
these points, but I keep getting ultimately more information anyway, in the event there is normally
another idea out now there. I've also "set" my rotator cuff tears, and my back again injury though my
doctors thought I needed operation. I never give up without a serious try! I really like books that provide
people the details they need to change lives in how they look and feel. I possess been to many doctors,
dermatologists and a good trichologist about my hair thinning issue (which cost me A lot more than the
price of this book). It is among my best friends.!!!!!. It was therefore interesting that I in fact stayed up
too late because I couldn't place it down! Personally i think so hopeful after reading the information in this
book (because it actually is practical) and instead of giving you a drug to greatly help "solve" your locks
problem, you will be given many natural remedies that I am confident will work and also have no harmful

consequences. Buy this book if you are prepared to do something on your hair loss! With Jeanne’s hair
methods, it’s a lovely spiritual ritual, not really a drag. THE ONLY BOOK YOU NEED FOR WOMEN'S HAIR
LOSS! I've done extensive research on my hair thinning issue and I could honestly express this is the very
best reserve with vast info and ways to help understand and apply these great methods in our own lives.



Look at the Reviews of visitors who regained their hair through the tried and proven use of her
procedures. A lot of info some obvious plus some brand-new. I think it depends on the individual if this will
help or not really. As a natural health care service provider, I've recommended this reserve to my individuals
and my organic hair stylist! Not just another story book...!. None of what's in the reserve is founded on
"older wive's tales" or opinion. This book really has valuable data for your hair and health! It’s beautifully
created and user-friendly.The rave reviews convinced me that book was exactly what I needed. It turned
out to be way beyond my expectations and I am so relieved that now I am able to shift the course of my
existence in a more positive direction.We had started to believe that thinning hair and other physical
complications were age related and that there was not much I possibly could do.After reading this book I
no longer feel as if my entire life is rapidly spinning out of control. Instead, Personally i think like I'm
gradually learning how to spin straw into gold. Some Helpful Tips, but Okay Overall This is an okay read. If
you’re concerned about hair loss, and most women will be at some point in their lives, there are several
helpful tips.! Go see a medical expert in case you have real genuine hairloss. Others seem a bit far-fetched.
Many of her tips are her views about overall health and are not specifically about hair loss in and of itself,
therefore why I’m not really rating it greater than 3 stars. Personally, her suggestions have saved my
fine, naturally curly hair from being dry and frizzy. This book has seriously been life changing..zero useful

details.The "Reviews" which misrepresent what is in the book, such as for example using a list of essential
oils that aren't recommended or saying it's a waste of time if they simply skimmed through a few pages
and didn't read the book are dishonest, to state the least. Don't bother~! Jeanne and I reside in the same
little town. If her hair was THAT great she'd end up being pictured.... Nothing at all new here.! This book is
a class take action; It really is one of my best friends.. Jeanne Powers' anecdotal design brings her brilliant
equipment for healthy hair alive Jeanne Powers' anecdotal design brings her brilliant equipment for healthy
hair alive. Got nothing out of it Actually made hardly any sense. The safe, natural and effective methods
that lead to a healthy body and therefore healthy hair are easy to understand and apply. Therefore to each
his very own.My hair, skin and general health possess improved significantly in a matter of a few weeks. It
is inspiring because so a lot of her illustrations display that you DO possess capacity to change your hair
thinning or slow growing locks into heavy, fast growing hair. SO misleading mainly because the author's
picture isn't leading of the book - waste materials of time. Her hair and skin are the talk of the town . It
also can help you clearly establish great habits with invaluable holistic information. I hate to find that when
it might deter someone from obtaining the help they need.! She really is still beautiful and includes a full
mind of long locks and great skin!! Many of them I knew currently. There are real ways to to regrow locks
based on studies.!. The publication is intended to bring relief to those who find themselves chemically-
sensitive and those who've decided to follow Mom Nature's natural laws and regulations Jeanne offers
simplified the huge amount of information available into regimens that make certain health of the hair and
body. If you do the methods as the book instructs (rather than adding anything as you reader did through
the use of oils to her hair that aren't in Jeanne’s publication ) you get outcomes!!. I recommend doing the
actions in Jeanne's reserve for better health insurance and hair. ML, Mary True to life solutions for people
who want healthier, fuller hair ..! When reading Jeanne’s book the first thing I felt was excitement and a
resurgence of hope that probably I could do something positive about dry, brittle, lifeless dull hair without
buying tons of expensive items that cost an arm and a leg. My intuition was verified that African-American
hair could possibly be grown long, could possibly be healthy and there were explanations why it wasn’t enjoy
it should be. I came across such basic, simple but very, most evident information that made feeling about

why hair may be the way it really is and how one can do something about it right now – with no delay – not
waiting weeks and weeks and weeks. It was very magical. I started to get dependent on the book and my
husband and I poured over it, daily reading and speculating and trying things out for ourselves and being
pleased that people both had such interest in restoring our locks health. His hair is certainly thinning, (he's



Caucasian) well, alright – balding in a single spot and he wanted to do something about it. Applying what we
examine so far, we've seen good baby hairs growing back and the “peach-fuzz” effect from following a
procedures in the reserve. And voila – there are results. Aged dated wives tales don't waste materials your
time and effort or money. Please don't waste your time and effort with this. The ladies lost her hair Forty
five years back and shows images of her long locks from in the seventies. REALLY,!. non-e of this is based
on any specifics or scientific evidence. Her publication is based on her own lifestyle experiences and analysis
and it functions! Some are not used to me and I’m willing to try. It’s given me tips I would never have
known.
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